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1 Introduction
Transient execution attacks break secure programming para-

digms (e.g., constant-time, or CT, programming [2, 3, 4, 27,

33, 46, 14, 26, 37, 1, 12, 10, 13, 41], sandbox isolation [16, 28,

34, 20]) by steering secrets towards the sensitive operands

of (transient) transmitters
1
that leak them [21, 23]. These

attacks leverage two high-level mechanisms for creating

transient execution2 at runtime on modern processors: (i)

faulting instructions, and (ii) control- or data-flowmispredic-
tions. These mechanisms give rise to Meltdown attacks and
Spectre attacks, respectively [6].

Spectre attacks [21, 22, 17, 15, 8] (our focus) are character-

ized according to distinct sources of control- and data-flow

(mis)prediction on modern processors, called speculation
primitives [25, 6]. Predictions introduce speculative execution,
which may turn out to be sequential (when predictions are

correct) or transient (when predictions are incorrect). On

modern processors, there are five well-documented specula-

tion primitives: conditional branch prediction (PHT) [21], in-

direct branch prediction (BTB) [21], return address prediction

(RSB) [22], store-to-load forwarding prediction (STL) [17],

and predictive store forwarding (PSF) [9, 15, 30].

The Spectre Mitigation Challenge. Comprehensively

mitigating Spectre leakage of program secrets is hard, and

doing so while preserving performance is even harder.

Prior work has proposed a variety of software mitiga-
tions targeting existing hardware [7, 38, 28, 18, 39, 40, 34,

20]; however, none of these are comprehensive for any threat

model. To our knowledge, only one mitigation is known to

be widely deployed in practice: retpoline [38, 35], for Spectre-

BTB. However, retpoline has been shown to introduce other

(non-BTB) Spectre vulnerabilities [43].

Existing hardware mitigations for Spectre fall into two

categories: (i) comprehensive hardware mitigations and (ii)

hardware speculation controls. Comprehensive hardware

mitigations to Spectre attacks require little to no software

cooperation [11, 45, 24, 31, 36, 44, 42]. Yet, they have not been

deployed in practice, likely due to the complexity of the mi-

croarchitectural changes they require. Hardware speculation

controls, exposed by hardware vendors like Intel and AMD,

support per-process disabling of (a few) particular specula-

tion primitives in software. For example, SSBD, PSFD, and

IPRED_DIS [19] controls disable STL, PSF, BTB, respectively.

1Transmitters are unsafe instructions, whose execution creates operand-

dependent hardware resource usage.

2
I.e., execution of instructions that are never architecturally committed [6].

Yet, they are rarely enabled, likely due to their high perfor-

mance overhead; the Linux kernel leaves them disabled by

default. Besides, they do not offer comprehensive Spectre

protections.

Notably, even if hardware speculation controls are com-

bined with software mitigations for speculation primitives

which cannot be disabled (i.e., for PHT), a comprehensive

Spectre attack mitigation is still not achieved (due to RSB).

Our Vision. Our view is that a comprehensive, efficient,

and low-complexity mitigation for Spectre attacks requires

engaging in software-compiler-hardware co-design. Our goal
is to develop such a co-designedmitigation that can bewidely

deployed in security-critical applications like the Linux ker-

nel or OpenSSL with little to no performance overhead.

2 Software-Compiler-Hardware Co-Design
In this talk, we will first discuss the inherent trade-offs that

arise whenmitigating Spectre attacks exclusively in software

or hardware (summarized here).

2.1 Mitigating Spectre in Software
Advantages.Mitigating Spectre in software has two distinct

advantages.

First, software mitigations are more easily tailored to an

application-level threat model. For example, one software

mitigation may be tailored to prevent an untrusted sandboxed
program from transiently accessing and leaking secrets out-

side its sandbox. Another may be tailored to prevent a trusted
CT program from transiently leaking any secrets it processes.

Such application-specific threat model information is lost

when programs are compiled to run on commodity hardware.

Second, software mitigations can in theory (with knowl-

edge of hardware speculation primitives) perform static pro-
gram analyses to identify values that may be secret exclu-
sively during transient execution. They can further identify

transmitters whose operands are dependent on (and thus

may leak) transiently secret values. Thus, software has the

opportunity to insert fewer, more targeted mitigations than

hardware which cannot perform such analyses in advance.

Disadvantages. Unfortunately, the potential of software
mitigations are limited by two major factors.

First, most processors exhibit unconstrained speculative

control- and data-flow, which renders static software analy-

ses intractable for all Spectre variants except Spectre-PHT.

For example, unconstrained indirect branch and return ad-

dress prediction may direct speculative control-flow to any
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program instruction or even to the middle of an instruc-

tion [5]. Newer Intel processors have introduced hardware

speculative control-flow restrictions via the Control-flow En-
forcement Technology (CET) extension [32]; new work [28,

29] uses Intel CET to provide the first non-naive software

mitigations for Spectre-BTB and -RSB. However, the only

way to restrict speculative data-flow on current hardware

is to disable data-flow speculation entirely via the SSBD

and PSFD speculation controls [19], which incurs significant

overhead for general purpose applications in our experience.

Second, only coarse-grainedmitigations aremade available

to software by hardware vendors: (i) the LFENCE serializa-

tion instruction, which requires that all prior instructions
commit before any subsequent instructions begin execution;

and (ii) speculation controls [19] which disable a particular

speculation primitive altogether. To achieve higher precision

than what existing ISA mitigations afford, some software

mitigations (e.g., SLH [7] for Spectre-PHT) resort to code

transformations which are less expensive than using ISAmit-

igations but still incur unacceptable performance overhead.

2.2 Mitigating Spectre in Hardware
Advantages. Hardware-based Spectre mitigations have two

key strengths.

First, hardware is fully aware of all aspects of a program’s

speculative execution behavior. Thus, it can selectively insert

mitigations exactly when particular runtime conditions are

satisfied. In contrast, software must conservatively assume
that undesirable runtime conditions will manifest in some
execution of a program due to limited precision of static

program analyses (e.g., memory alias analysis).

Second, hardware-based approaches can insert fine-grained
mitigations that stall the execution of individual instructions

(e.g., secret-dependent transmitters) rather than the entire

pipeline (like x86’s LFENCE). As a result, each dynamically

inserted hardware mitigation has a modest impact on the pro-

gram’s performance (unlike LFENCEs inserted by software).

Disadvantages. On the other hand, comprehensive hard-

ware mitigations to Spectre are largely software-unaware. As

a result, they must make conservative or unsound assump-

tions about the program that result in either high perfor-

mance overhead due to over-mitigation or incomplete secu-

rity guarantees, respectively. For example, due to the absence

of software hints, most existing hardware mitigations con-

servatively assume all (speculatively or non-speculatively)

accessed data is secret [44, 36, 31, 42, 24], and some unsoundly

(for some threat models) assume only speculatively accessed

data is secret [45]. Furthermore, since they are software-

unaware, these mitigations must implement dynamic analy-

ses like taint tracking that require complex design changes.

2.3 The Best of Both Worlds
Through studying existing Spectre attack mitigations, we

identify two core opportunities for co-design.

Hardware-Software.We identify a software-hardware

coordination bottleneck. First, hardware does not enable

software to communicate its precise mitigation requirements.

E.g., we find that speculative data-flow may only require

mitigation at runtime if the relevant load and store access

(logically) distinct stack frames. Second, hardware cannot

offload program analyses to software, rendering it unable to

leverage important program metadata (e.g., security types).

Software-Compiler. We also observe that the widely-

deployed CT programming approach (in particular) permits

code patterns that make efficient mitigations of Spectre in

software impractical. This issue represents a lack of coordi-

nation between software and compilers. We will elaborate

on the details of this programming contract problem in our

talk and our proposed (more performant) solution.

3 A Comprehensive and Verified Spectre
Attack Mitigation

Our talkwill pitch a software-compiler-hardware co-designed

Spectre mitigation that is comprehensive, proven-correct,

and widely deployable at a low cost in security-critical ap-

plications.

Preliminary Work. As a first step, we have developed
Serberus, a comprehensive and proven-correct Spectre miti-

gation for CT code that targets existing hardware. Serberus

is based on the following.

First, we define an operational semantics, ASP, that encodes
all (sequential and transient) control- and data-flow that a

program may exhibit when it runs on a CET-enabled Intel

microarchitecture. Second, we propose static constant-time
(CTS) programming, a strengthening of CT programming

that enables efficient software mitigations of Spectre. Third,

with the support of ASP and CTS programming, we propose

Serberus, the first (proven-correct) mitigation to harden CT

code (satisfying CTS) against all Spectre attacks exploiting:

PHT, BTB, RSB, STL, and/or PSF.

Next Steps. Serberus excels at mitigating constant-time

code (e.g., crypto libraries), producing more performant and

secure code than other state-of-the-art software mitigations.

These performance benefits do not carry over to other appli-

cation domains, however, like the Linux kernel. To improve

Serberus’s performance, we are exploring the following.

First, the overwhelming majority of Serberus’s mitiga-

tion overhead comes from the coarse-grained ISAmitigations

it inserts. We are exploring how to overcome this problem

with fine-grained ISA mitigations that require minimal mi-

croarchitectural modifications. Second, while our hardware

model ASP features low-cost control-flow restrictions, re-

alizing our model in existing hardware requires disabling

predictive store forwarding (PSF), which otherwise intro-

duces unconstrained speculative data-flow into the program.

We are currently exploring lower-cost alternatives for selec-

tively restricting such data-flow in hardware.
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